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10

Abstract

11

Learning in a changing and uncertain environment is a difficult problem. A popular solution is to

12

predict future observations and then use surprising outcomes to update those predictions. However,

13

humans also have a sense of confidence that characterizes the precision of their predictions.

14

Bayesian models use this confidence to regulate learning: for a given surprise, the update is smaller

15

when confidence is higher. We explored the human brain dynamics sub-tending such a confidence-

16

weighting using magneto-encephalography. During our volatile probability learning task, subjects’

17

confidence reports conformed with Bayesian inference. Several stimulus-evoked brain responses

18

reflected surprise, and some of them were indeed further modulated by confidence. Confidence

19

about predictions also modulated pupil-linked arousal and beta-range (15-30 Hz) oscillations, which

20

in turn modulated specific stimulus-evoked surprise responses. Our results suggest thus that

21

confidence about predictions modulates intrinsic properties of the brain state to amplify or dampen

22

surprise responses evoked by discrepant observations.
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23

Introduction

24

Popular learning algorithms like predictive coding (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Shipp et al., 2013;

25

Aitchison and Lengyel, 2017; Spratling, 2017) and the delta rule (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972;

26

Sutton and Barto, 1998) posit that expectations (or equivalently here, predictions) play a key role in

27

learning from a sequence of observations. Those algorithms, in their simplest form, consist in

28

updating the quantity that is learned in proportion to the prediction error, which is the difference

29

between the prediction and the actual observation. This solution is simple and yet efficient even in

30

changing and uncertain environments (Sutton and Barto, 1998; Yu and Cohen, 2008; Heilbron and

31

Meyniel, 2019). Other, more sophisticated algorithms exist (Behrens et al., 2007; Nassar et al.,

32

2010; Wilson et al., 2013; Mathys et al., 2014; Ritz et al., 2018; Moens and Zénon, 2019), they may

33

formalize the discrepancy between predictions and observations differently (prediction error,

34

improbability, surprise) but they all have in common that this discrepancy is the driving force of

35

learning.

36

Recently, another aspect of human learning has been put forward: learning is accompanied by a

37

sense of confidence about predictions. Interestingly, this sense of confidence follows, at least in

38

part, the optimal principles of probabilistic inference; in that sense, it is rational (Nassar et al., 2010;

39

Meyniel et al., 2015a; Boldt et al., 2019). Here, we embrace the proposal that this sense of

40

confidence in a learning context indeed plays a functional role in learning (Nassar et al., 2010;

41

Iglesias et al., 2013; Meyniel et al., 2015b; Meyniel and Dehaene, 2017), as prescribed by the

42

optimal rules of probabilistic inference. Bayesian models, which obey those rules, show this

43

property. In such models, the update is not only guided by discrepant observations, it is also

44

regulated by confidence about predictions: for a given discrepancy, the update is smaller when the

45

confidence associated with the prediction was larger. This confidence-weighting principle is not

46

specific to learning, it is generally applicable whenever several sources of information must be

47

combined (Ernst and Banks, 2002; Ma et al., 2006; Bang et al., 2014, 2017; Meyniel et al., 2015b;

48

Rohe et al., 2019). In a learning context, confidence should set the balance between predictions and

49

new data.

50

The notion of confidence-weighting is related to others, like selective attention (Dayan et al.,

51

2000; Meyniel et al., 2015b), the weight of evidence (Rohe et al., 2019), the precision of predictions

52

(Iglesias et al., 2013; Mathys et al., 2014; Vossel et al., 2014) discussed at the end of this article.

53

Here, we propose to use optimal Bayesian models as a benchmark to formalize, at a computational

54

level, the learning process. In particular, we formalize the notion of discrepancy between
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55

predictions and observations with the information-theoretic measure of surprise (Shannon, 1948;

56

Strange et al., 2005; O’Reilly et al., 2013), and the notion of confidence about a prediction, as the

57

precision of the posterior predictive distribution (Summerfield et al., 2011; Yeung and Summerfield,

58

2012; Meyniel et al., 2015a; Boldt et al., 2019).

59

Previous studies reported conflicting results about the existence of a confidence-weighting

60

mechanism in the brain (Jepma et al., 2016; Meyniel and Dehaene, 2017; Nassar et al., 2019). Here,

61

we used a probability learning task previously developed, in which the participants’ reports of

62

probability estimates and the associated confidence levels are compatible with optimal Bayesian

63

inference. Our goal is two-fold. Numerous studies reported the existence of surprise signals in the

64

brain, i.e. neural responses that are more vigorous for unexpected stimuli (Hillyard et al., 1971;

65

Squires et al., 1976; Nassar et al., 2012; Wacongne et al., 2012; Kolossa et al., 2013; O’Reilly et al.,

66

2013; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014; Garrido et al., 2016; Heilbron and Chait, 2018; Maheu et

67

al., 2019). We will test whether surprise responses show an additional effect of confidence as

68

prescribed by the confidence-weighting principle, making them suitable for close-to-optimal

69

updates. Second, previous studies suggested that evoked responses are gated by the state of brain

70

networks, which is characterized by specific synchronization of oscillatory activity (Hipp et al.,

71

2011; Siegel et al., 2012; Baumgarten et al., 2016; Hahn et al., 2019; Iemi et al., 2019) and

72

controlled by neuromodulators (Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Reimer et al., 2014; Safaai et al.,

73

2015; Vazey et al., 2018; Zaldivar et al., 2018; Rodenkirch et al., 2019). We will test whether

74

confidence modulates the spectral properties of brain activity and the neuromodulatory state

75

reflected by non-luminance related changes in pupil size.

76

Results

77

An optimal framework to study confidence in a learning context

78

We adopted a probability learning task (Fig. 1A) that is amenable to Bayesian modeling, and in

79

which the human inference is well accounted for by Bayesian models. Subjects were presented with

80

auditory sequences made of two tones (say A and B), presented randomly according to predefined

81

transition probabilities between successive tones: p(A|A) and p(B|B). Note that p(B|A) and p(A|B)

82

are deduced from the two other quantities as 1-p(A|A) and 1-p(B|B). Those transition probabilities

83

changed abruptly and unpredictably in the course of the experiment, at “change points”. The

84

generative model of the task therefore has three levels, organized hierarchically: 1) the tones, 2) the

85

transition probabilities governing the tones and 3) the probability of change point, which was fixed

86

across trials. We used Bayesian inference to invert the generative process of the task (Fig 1B) and
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87

estimate, at any given trial, the transition probabilities currently generating the tones, given previous

88

observations and knowledge of the actual task structure. This inference returns full posterior

89

distributions for the transition probabilities p(A|A) and p(B|B), see Fig 1C.

90

Subjects, as the Bayes-optimal model, were fully informed about the task structure; the only

91

difference is that they were not given the numeric value of the frequency of change points, but the

92

qualitative indication that they are rare. We probed their inference occasionally by asking them to

93

report the probability of the next tone (question #1), and then their confidence about this estimate

94

(question #2). In the Bayes-optimal model, the answer to question #1 corresponds to the mean of

95

the posterior distribution of the relevant transition probability (the one that corresponds to the tone

96

presented on the previous trial), and we formalized the answer to question #2 (confidence) as the

97

log-precision of this distribution (see Methods) because when precision is high, the posterior

98

evidence is highly concentrated around the mean, which gives credence to this value (Fig 1C).

99

Subjects’ probability estimates were highly correlated with the Bayes-optimal solution (Fig 1D):

100

Pearson ρ=0.62 ± 0.04 sem, t23=16.75, p=2.2 10-14. The same was true for confidence report,

101

although to a lesser extend (Fig 1E): ρ=0.23 ± 0.04 s.e.m., t23=6.19, p=2.6 10-6. In this study, it is

102

import to distinguish prediction from confidence, since we test their different roles in the learning

103

process. We thus tested that subjective confidence is not reducible to the prediction itself or related

104

quantities. We estimated a multiple regression model of subjective confidence, using as predictors:

105

the Bayes-optimal prediction about the next tone, the corresponding predictability (formally, the

106

expected surprise or equivalently, the entropy of prediction), the surprise from the previous trial,

107

and the prediction error on the previous trial, as well as the subject’s prediction about the next tone

108

and the corresponding predictability (we cannot include subjective surprise and prediction error

109

from the previous trial since we do not know them due to the occasional nature of the questions).

110

An effect of some of those factors on confidence exists in the normative model itself (Meyniel et

111

al., 2015a) and was significant in subjects (effect of Bayes-optimal previous surprise: p=0.031;

112

entropy of subject’s prediction: p=3.1 10-8), but importantly, the residuals of the multiple regression

113

remain correlated with Bayes-optimal confidence (β=0.039 ± 0.011, t23=3.5, p=1.9 10-3,) indicating

114

that subjective confidence cannot be reduced entirely to those factors.

115

Below, we leverage several features of this task. First, the Bayes-optimal model provides an

116

account of the subjects’ probability estimates and confidence on the question trials, which licenses

117

the use of this model to study the brain mechanisms of inference during the no question trials. The

118

no question trials are advantageously numerous and unperturbed by motor artifacts or other

119

processes related to answering questions. Second, the use of change points induce trial-to-trial
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120

variations in confidence, which facilitates the exploration of the neural correlates of confidence. The

121

use of transition probabilities further increases those variations by de-correlating confidence from

122

one trial to the next (see Fig S1 for an example).

123

Evidence for a confidence-weighting of surprise in evoked responses

124

Many brain responses evoked by stimuli are known to be modulated by surprise: they are more

125

vigorous for unexpected stimuli. Here, we tested whether we could identify such surprise responses

126

and whether they would show additional effects of confidence following the confidence-weighting

127

principle, i.e. dampened responses for higher confidence. To this end, we estimated a multiple

128

regression model, systematically and independently for all sensors and peri-stimulus times, from -

129

0.1 to 0.8 s. Note that the inter-stimulus interval is 1.4 s, such that this time window only contains

130

the current stimulus. We included three factors: the stimulus identity (coded as a binary variable),

131

the Bayes-optimal surprise to the current stimulus and the Bayes-optimal confidence about the

132

prediction of the current stimulus identity. This analysis yielded significant results for the three

133

factors (cluster-forming p<0.001, cluster-level p<0.05, two-tailed, n=1,000).

134

We also performed a more conservative analysis, yielding very similar results. Confidence being

135

correlated with predictability in the Bayes-optimal model (ρ=-0.37 ± 0.023 s.e.m., t23=-16.3, p=4.2

136

10-14), the effect of confidence we found could be due to correlation with the prediction itself. We

137

estimated another regression model, replacing the Bayes-optimal confidence with the residual

138

confidence, after linearly regressing out effects of prediction and predictability (see Methods). Fig

139

2A shows the result of this analysis and various significant effects (cluster-forming p<0.001,

140

cluster-level p<0.05, two-tailed, n=1,000): the stimulus identity (105-160 ms) co-occuring with a

141

first surprise response (80-155 ms) followed by a second one (160-290 ms) and a late, prolonged

142

one (360-715 ms). Importantly, an effect of confidence (155-230 ms) overlapped in space and time

143

with the effect of surprise. The time-course activity in the confidence cluster (Fig 2B) shows that

144

the response around 200 ms, characterized by an inward field (negative sign), is more vigorous for

145

unexpected stimuli, and dampened for higher confidence, akin to the confidence-weighted surprise

146

signal predicted by Bayesian learning. Source reconstruction within 155-230 ms (Fig 2C) revealed

147

that the negative effect of confidence and the positive effect of surprise on brain activity overlapped

148

notably in the right inferior frontal sulcus and intermediate precentral sulcus, rather than in the

149

primary auditory cortices.

150

We further tested the robustness of the confidence effect found within 155-230 ms in the

151

significant sensors shown in Fig 2B. First, the regression model did not include an interaction
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152

between surprise and confidence, because their effects on model update is theoretically mostly

153

additive (keep in mind that those quantities are on a log-scale). Their interaction, when included in

154

the previous linear regression model, was not significant (t23=0.29, p=0.77) and left the results

155

unchanged. Second, the temporal profiles of Bayes-optimal confidence share commonalities across

156

subjects, for instance, it is low at the beginning of a session, and then waxes and wanes multiple

157

times (see Fig S1). One concern is that those temporal characteristics may drive, for spurious

158

reasons, the correlation between confidence and the MEG signal. To rule out this possibility, we

159

shuffled the time-courses of (residual Bayes-optimal) confidence with respect to MEG data across

160

subjects to estimate a null distribution for the correlation between confidence and MEG signal, and

161

a Z-statistics. This approach controls for the temporal characteristics of Bayes-optimal confidence

162

observed across all sequences presented to subjects, it is thus very conservative; yet the correlation

163

between confidence and MEG signal remained significant (z=0.95 ± 0.19 s.e.m., t23=4.92, p=5.7 10-

164

5

165

Modulation of brain states by confidence: spectral components

).

166

Next, we examined whether Bayes-optimal confidence would correlate with spectral components

167

of the MEG signal, since power in low frequencies (<40 Hz) typically characterizes the state of

168

large networks, which would then respond differently to incoming stimuli, thereby implementing a

169

confidence-weighting mechanism for surprise (see Discussion). The signal was decomposed across

170

peri-stimulus times and frequencies (6 – 40 Hz) and analyzed from -0.5 to 0.9 s. We used the same

171

regression model as used for evoked response, with stimulus identity, Bayes-optimal surprise and

172

residual Bayes-optimal confidence. We found significant effects (cluster-forming p<0.001 and

173

cluster-level p<0.01 two-tailed, corrected for multiple comparisons, n=2,000) of surprise and

174

confidence which were all positive: the higher the confidence (or surprise), the higher the power.

175

The surprise effect, given its topography, timing and low frequency simply reflected the evoked

176

responses identified in Fig 1A. In contrast, the confidence effect was much more extended in terms

177

of time, frequency and sensor. For simplicity, we grouped significant clusters in pre and post-

178

stimulus clusters, and further sub-divided the latter in alpha and beta range, with respect to 12 Hz

179

(Fig 2A). Note that the confidence effect was present even before the stimulus, see for illustration

180

the time courses (Fig 2B) and topography (Fig 2C) of the confidence effect in the 15-25 Hz band.

181

We further tested the robustness of those confidence effects in those three clusters. All clusters

182

passed the tests, but showed that the effect was most robust in the post-stimulus, beta-band cluster;

183

therefore, from now on we focus on this one (unless otherwise specified). First, we controlled that
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184

the correlation we found was not driven by the general temporal profile of Bayes-optimal

185

confidence in the course of experimental sessions, using the same permutation procedure as

186

described for the evoked responses. The effect remained significant (z=1.16 ± 0.16 s.e.m., t23=7.35,

187

p=1.8 10-7). We also tested whether the effect survived the inclusion of confidence from the

188

previous trial in the regression model, which was true: β=2.5 10-26 ± 4.3 10-27 s.e.m., t23=5.93, p=4.8

189

10-6; this test is particularly relevant for the pre-stimulus cluster (β=6.8 10-26 ± 1.8 10-26 s.e.m.,

190

t23=3.85, p=8.2 10-4), denoting a preparation of brain networks to the upcoming stimulus based on

191

the confidence hold specifically in the prediction. This effect suggests that power can change from

192

one trial to the next, following changes in confidence. We tested this possibility by considering pairs

193

of consecutive trials, sorting them into low and high confidence (median split) on the current trial

194

and further sorting them into high vs. low confidence (median split) on the next trial. High-to-low

195

and low-to-high transitions in Bayes-optimal confidence indeed corresponded respectively to

196

decreases and increases in power from one trial to the next, see Fig S2.

197

If some spectral properties of neural signals correlate with the (Bayes-optimal) confidence about

198

the prediction even before the presentation of the next stimulus, then they may be predictive of the

199

confidence reported by subjects when the stimulus is actually replaced by a question. We trained a

200

ridge regression model to predict the subject’s confidence report based on the pre-stimulus power

201

(average between -500 and 0 s with respect to the omitted stimulus) in frequencies ranging from 6

202

to 40 Hz, and evaluated its predictive accuracy in a cross-validated manner (see Methods). Out-of-

203

sample predictions indeed co-varied weakly but significantly with subjective confidence (Pearson

204

ρ=0.06 ± 0.02 s.e.m., t23=2.43, p=0.023, Fig 3D). To explore the frequencies contributing to this

205

predictive power, we estimated the ridge regression weights on the full dataset of each subject (see

206

Fig 3F). Those weights must be interpreted with caution because they depend on the covariance of

207

the data, and may be different across subjects; nevertheless they suggest a positive effect of (low)

208

beta range power (15-20 Hz) similar to the effect of Bayes-optimal confidence during the no-

209

question trials. However, power in the alpha range (around 10 Hz) was negatively related to

210

subjective confidence, unlike the effect of optimal confidence on power during no-question trials,

211

suggesting the existence of multiple processings behind subjective confidence.

212

Modulation of brain states by confidence: pupil-linked arousal

213

The state of brain networks is also modulated by neuromodulation, in particular the arousal state

214

that is reflected in changes in pupil diameter. Subjects were fixating and the task was auditory,

215

without visual stimuli or change in luminance, the pupil diameter therefore reflected here the
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216

subject’s internal state. We distinguished two aspects of the pupil diameter: phasic and tonic levels,

217

which we measured respectively as changes relative to a pre-stimulus baseline (-250 to 0 ms) and

218

absolute changes. The phasic responses showed a transient increase in response to the stimulus (Fig

219

4A); we used a multiple linear regression for each peri-stimulus time points, including the Bayes-

220

optimal surprise and Bayes-optimal confidence. The phasic levels showed only an effect of Bayes-

221

optimal surprise whereas the tonic levels showed only an effect of Bayes optimal confidence

222

(cluster-forming p<0.05; cluster-level p<0.001, two-tailed, n=10,000). In order to test the robustness

223

of this effects, we repeated the same multiple regression analysis but considering now the residual

224

Bayes-optimal confidence (cluster-level p=0.005, n=10,000) and to control for the temporal profile

225

of Bayes-optimal confidence, we used the same permutation analysis as described above (cluster-

226

level p=0.03 one-tailed, n=10,000).

227

Modulation of evoked responses by brain states

228

The above analyses showed that the confidence about predictions modulates brain states, in

229

particular large-scale beta-range oscillations and the arousal state indexed by tonic pupil size. If

230

those brain states play a role in the confidence-weighting of surprise, their level should modulate

231

the confidence-weighted surprise responses evidenced in Fig 2, around 200 ms. In particular, they

232

may capture trial-by-trial variations in the subject-specific states and thus account for the

233

dampening of this surprise response on top of the effect predicted by the Bayes-optimal confidence.

234

In order to test this possibility, we estimated two multiple regression models onto the evoked

235

responses shown in Fig 2B, including the Bayes-optimal surprise, Bayes-optimal (residual)

236

confidence, and the trial-by-trial value of either the post-stimulus beta-band activity (using the

237

cluster shown in Fig 2A) or the tonic pupil size (averaged within -250 to 0 ms relative to stimulus

238

onset). Bins of successive trials were used to achieve more robust results, see Methods. We

239

corrected results for multiple comparisons using a cluster-forming p<0.05 and cluster-level p<0.05,

240

one-tailed, n=10,000 (Fig 5).

241

This analysis replicates the result found in Fig 2: an effect of Bayes-optimal surprise around 200

242

ms (as well as later) together with an opposite effect of Bayes-optimal confidence. More beta-band

243

power being correlated with higher confidence, beta-band power should dampen the surprise

244

response, whose sign was negative (corresponding to an inward field), this negative effect

245

(dampening) onto a negative surprise response (inward field) should result in a positive regression

246

coefficient, a result that we observed and which was significant only around 200 ms. By contrast,

247

higher tonic pupil levels correlated with lower confidence, tonic pupil should therefore strengthen
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248

the surprise response, which was negative (inward field), an effect that should result in a negative

249

regression coefficient, which we observed significantly and selectively around 200 ms.

250

In order to better interpret those effects, it is important to know whether those beta-band

251

oscillations and the tonic pupil size are two sides of the same coin (but note that pupil data is

252

available only in 18/24 subjects, reducing statistical power). If so, one would expect a negative trial-

253

to-trial correlation, since those signals co-vary, respectively, positively and negatively with Bayes-

254

optimal confidence. However, this correlation was negligible, if not even slightly positive (Pearson

255

ρ=0.043 ± 0.03 s.e.m., t17=1.53, p=0.14). Instead of using separate multiple regression models, one

256

can include those two signals in the same model of the evoked response, along with the Bayes-

257

optimal surprise and confidence. The regression coefficients become difficult to interpret since the

258

predictors (pupil size, beta-band power) share correlation with confidence, which itself correlates

259

with the evoked response. However, we found a significant effect of pupil from 115 to 220 ms

260

(cluster-forming p<0.05 and cluster-level p<0.05, one-tailed, n=10,000).

261

Discussion (1500)

262

Subjects estimated the probabilities that characterize a sequence of inputs, and the confidence

263

associated with those estimates, following (to some extent) the principles of Bayesian inference.

264

Those estimates were accurate despite the presence of volatility. Bayesian inference leverages the

265

confidence-weighting principle to remain accurate in the face of volatility, by dynamically

266

modulating the update prompted by surprising observations. The MEG responses evoked by stimuli

267

showed numerous signatures of surprise (vigorous responses to unexpected stimuli) and for one of

268

them, an additional effect of confidence, conforming to the confidence-weighting principle. Whole-

269

brain beta-band power increased with optimal confidence and predictive of the actual subject’s

270

confidence. Lack of confidence increased the tonic pupil size while phasic dilation reflected

271

surprise. Desynchronization of beta-band power and higher tonic pupil size increased the evoked,

272

confidence-weighted surprise response. Overall, the results indicate that changes in brain states

273

indexed by beta-range power and neuromodulation, are related to differential responses to

274

surprising stimuli, providing a mechanism for a dynamic confidence-weighting of learning.

275

We now discuss those results in the context of previous studies, which requires to delineate

276

precisely what aspects of confidence we investigated here. It is the confidence that accompanies

277

probability estimates on a trial-by-trial basis, thus it is not “global” or related self-confidence

278

(Rouault et al., 2019). It is also not related to whether the stimulus is perceived clearly or

279

ambiguously, which is important in general for inference (Kepecs et al., 2008; Mathys et al., 2014;
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280

Meyniel et al., 2015b; Pouget et al., 2016; Bang and Fleming, 2018) but does not play a role here

281

since stimuli were perceived without ambiguity. In addition, most results here are based on Bayes-

282

optimal confidence: the one that the subject should hold. It was indeed correlated with subject’s

283

confidence (the confidence actually hold by subjects) and beta-band power (which itself was also

284

predictive of subject’s confidence). Yet, Bayes-optimal confidence remains only an imperfect model

285

of subject’s confidence and both quantities, although related here, should not be conflated.

286

The type of confidence studied here (about a learned estimate) is also different from most

287

studies, which focused on confidence about memory (Koriat, 2012; Fleming et al., 2014) and

288

confidence about decisions (Kepecs and Mainen, 2012; Meyniel et al., 2015b; Pouget et al., 2016).

289

Those different types of confidence correspond theoretically to different constructs: confidence

290

about a memory or decisions correspond to the probability of the decision or memory being correct

291

(Pouget et al., 2016; Fleming and Daw, 2017), whereas confidence about a learned estimate (even

292

when this estimate is itself a probability) corresponds to a higher-order quantity: the precision of a

293

posterior distribution (Yeung and Summerfield, 2012; Meyniel et al., 2015a; Navajas et al., 2017;

294

Boldt et al., 2019).

295

Last, previous studies have not always disentangled confidence from related quantities. In many

296

situations, confidence about predictions (i.e. posterior precision) is related to predictability.

297

Previous studies showed that the precision of predictions modulates reaction times (Vossel et al.,

298

2014), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activity in fronto-parietal networks (Vossel et

299

al., 2015), pupil size (Vincent et al., 2019), but with tasks and analyses that leave unclear whether

300

the effect is genuinely about precision, or also about predictability. A similar and related confound

301

exists between expectation and attention, which are often related in practice but distinct in theory

302

(Summerfield and de Lange, 2014). Here, we controlled specifically for this correlation by using the

303

residual confidence in our analyses. This is important because many brain signals are associated

304

with predictability (Friedman et al., 2001; Strange et al., 2005; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014;

305

Vossel et al., 2015; Kok et al., 2017; Vincent et al., 2019).

306

We now discuss more broadly the putative mechanisms of confidence-weighting in a learning

307

context. Our interpretation is that confidence modulates the state of brain networks, which then

308

process the feedforward input differently, in particular by increasing (low confidence) or decreasing

309

(high confidence) the response to surprising stimuli, thereby modulating the effect of surprise onto

310

updating. This interpretation is in line with the notion of neural gain: when the neural gain is higher

311

(low confidence), expected and unexpected stimuli, for the same difference in expectation, elicit a
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312

larger difference in response. The neural gain is largely thought to depend on attention,

313

neuromodulation and oscillatory activity in brain networks, three factors that we discuss below.

314

The role of confidence on update described here is computationally identical to the one ascribed

315

to selective attention: some observations are given more weight than others; this link has been

316

already discussed by others (Dayan et al., 2000). This is also related to the notion of neural gain

317

which enhances or suppresses the effect of a given stimulus on further, downstream processing

318

(Eldar et al., 2013). Noradrenaline was proposed as a major modulator of the neural gain (Aston-

319

Jones and Cohen, 2005). This is particularly interesting since we found modulations of tonic pupil

320

size by confidence. Specifically, we found larger pupil size for lower confidence, which is

321

consistent with previous studies (Colizoli et al., 2018). Non-luminance based changes in pupil size

322

reflect the arousal state and in particular, noradrenaline release. Correlation between pupil size and

323

firing activity in the locus coeruleus, the main nucleus releasing noradreline in the brain (Salgado et

324

al., 2016), was found in both rodents (Reimer et al., 2014) and macaque monkeys (Joshi et al.,

325

2016). In addition, noradrenergic activity, unlike cholinergic activity, correlates with both fast and

326

slow changes in pupil size (Reimer et al., 2016). The effect of confidence on tonic pupil found here

327

could therefore arise from a change in noradrenergic activity. This noradrenergic activity changes

328

neurons’ membrane potential (McGinley et al., 2015) and its slow fluctuations (Reimer et al., 2014),

329

promoting the selectivity of sensory processing, akin to the neural gain model. Similarly, activation

330

of the locus-coeruleus (and increased pupil size) promotes feature selectivity in the sensory domain

331

(Krishnamurthy et al., 2017; Rodenkirch et al., 2019). Changes in pupil size are also related to

332

changes in the processing of sensory information and performance during perceptual decision

333

making tasks (de Gee et al., 2014, 2017), with different effects of phasic and tonic pupil size (van

334

Kempen et al., 2019) as in the present results.

335

In line with this noradrenergic modulation of neural gain, previous studies showed that larger

336

tonic pupil size renders fMRI responses more extreme, i.e. lower or higher (Eldar et al., 2013).

337

Larger pupil size and higher activity of the locus coeruleus are also associated with better

338

memorization (Hoffing and Seitz, 2015; Takeuchi et al., 2016), and thus a long lasting effect of the

339

current observations. Rodent studies showed that one-shot learning can occur with noradrenergic

340

input to the hippocampus (Wagatsuma et al., 2018). More generally, a role for noradreline in

341

confidence-weighted learning is consistent with the fact that increased pupil size co-occurs with

342

increased updating (Nassar et al., 2012) and reset of current strategies (Devauges and Sara, 1990),

343

and that more volatile learning contexts are associated with larger pupil size (Pulcu and Browning,

344

2017; Vincent et al., 2019). Pharmacological studies in humans also provide supportive evidence,
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345

showing that manipulation of noradrenergic activity impacts the estimation of confidence in a

346

decision task (Hauser et al., 2017), learning dynamics when unexpected changes occur (Marshall et

347

al., 2016) and the effect of surprise on update (Jepma et al., 2016, 2018).

348

The modulation of responses to new observations (notably surprising ones) by the current

349

state of neural network has also been associated repeatedly to specific rhythms of network activity,

350

which provide signatures of networks’ dynamics and computations (Wang, 2010; Siegel et al.,

351

2012). This state-dependent modulation should aim at prioritizing new evidence when confidence is

352

low, and on the contrary, preserve current estimates from conflicting evidence when confidence is

353

high. Our data indicate that beta (and perhaps alpha) band power could play a key role in such a

354

prioritization. This result is in line with the previous proposal that higher beta-band power preserves

355

the current state of networks, promoting a “status quo” rather than a change (Engel and Fries, 2010)

356

which may also be true for lower (alpha) frequencies (Klimesch et al., 2007). Beta-band power in

357

particular is associated with feedback signals (Bastos et al., 2015), stronger attention and top-down

358

control (Buschman and Miller, 2007; Salazar et al., 2012), and the prioritization of the current brain

359

states over new inputs (Spitzer and Haegens, 2017). In support to this view, stronger low frequency

360

(<30 Hz) oscillations attenuate early evoked sensory responses (Iemi et al., 2019), increase the

361

criterion of perceptual detection (resulting in fewer detections) by modulating baseline excitability

362

(Limbach and Corballis, 2016; Benwell et al., 2017; Craddock et al., 2017; Iemi et al., 2017) and

363

degrade performance in perceptual decisions (Haegens et al., 2011).

364

It is noticeable that the modulation of evoked surprise responses was confined to early post-

365

stimulus latencies (around 200 ms) rather than occurring later, as could be expected for instance

366

from the proposal that later brain waves like the P300 correspond to the updating, which in theory is

367

confidence-weighted, and are enhanced by attention (Donchin, 1981; Friedman et al., 2001; Kok,

368

2001; Polich, 2007; Bekinschtein et al., 2009; Faugeras et al., 2012; Kolossa et al., 2013, 2015;

369

Strauss et al., 2015). However, those later brain-waves, in particular the P300, are not

370

systematically a signature of update, for instance in a recent EEG study (Nassar et al., 2019), the

371

P300 was modulated by surprise, but equally and irrespective of the need to update the current

372

estimate. In line with our results, another EEG study showed that the difference between expected

373

and unexpected sounds (standard and deviant in a oddball task) was larger around 175-200 ms (and

374

after 350 ms) when pupil size was larger (Hong et al., 2014). In rodents, activation of the locus

375

coeruleus also increased the amplitude of multi-unit activity (in the sensory cortex involved in the

376

task) specifically within 125-200 ms post-stimulus (Safaai et al., 2015). The mismatch negativity, a

377

surprise response peaking around 170 ms, also seems better explained (in a roving paradigm) by
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378

confidence-weighted updates than by change detection, adaptation or simple prediction errors

379

(Lieder et al., 2013). Those studies are thus consistent with the latency of the confidence-weighted

380

surprise response we found here. Source reconstruction showed that this effect may arise in

381

particular from the inferior frontal sulcus, which is consistent with the location of the confidence-

382

weighted surprise responses detected with fMRI in the same probability learning task as used here

383

(Meyniel and Dehaene, 2017).

384

Together, the studies quoted above and our own results support the idea that higher

385

synchronization in alpha/beta band frequencies and lower noradrenergic activity could be

386

mechanisms by which the brain shields current estimates against update prompted by surprising

387

observations, thereby implementing a confidence-weighting mechanism.

388

Methods

389

Participants

390

Twenty-four participants (16 women) aged between 20 and 34 (mean: 25.4, SD: 3.7) were

391

recruited by public advertisement. They gave their written inform consent prior to participating; the

392

study was approved by the Ethics Committee Ile de France VII (CPP 08-021). For one subject, one

393

of the four session was unavailable due to a technical problem.

394

Task

395

This task and minor variants have been used previously (Meyniel et al., 2015a; Meyniel and

396

Dehaene, 2017; Heilbron and Meyniel, 2019). The task was run using Matlab and Psychtoolbox.

397

The experiment was divided into one training session, performed outside the MEG room, and four

398

sessions in the MEG (lasting approximately one hour and a half with pauses). Each session

399

presented a sequence of 380 auditory tones (one every 1.4 s), denoted A and B, corresponding to

400

chords (350, 700 and 1400 Hz vs. 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz) that were perceived without ambiguity.

401

Tones were presented in both ears, lasted 50 ms including 7 ms rise and fall times. The sequences

402

were generated based on transition probabilities between successive tones; those probabilities were

403

fixed only for a limited period of time delineated by change points. The change point probability

404

was fixed on each trial, equal to 1/75; when a change point occurred, both transition probabilities

405

were re-sampled within the interval 0.1 – 0.9, with the constraint that the change should be at least

406

4-fold for one of the probabilities. The sequence was occasionally interrupted by questions (median:

407

every 13 trials, SD: 4.4), asking the subject to predict the identity of the next tone with a continuous

408

slider (we reminded them about the identity of the previous tone, which is useful to report transition
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probabilities), and then the confidence about this prediction (slider whose ends were labeled “not at

410

all” and “fully”).

411

Subjects were thoroughly instructed about this generative process. In order to acquaint subjects

412

with the notion of randomness and transition probabilities, we used a graphical display with

413

animated “wheels of fortune”. Each wheel corresponded to a pie chart, whose sections indicated the

414

probability to repeat the same tone, or to change it, and each of the two charts corresponded to tones

415

A or B, thus effectively representing transition probabilities. A ball rolled around the wheel with

416

decaying speeding, ending at a random position (in section “repeat” or “change”) that triggered the

417

onset of the corresponding tone. Subjects rolled the ball multiple times to generate short sequences.

418

In order to explain the notion of change point, we introduced a key which, when pressed, changed

419

the size of sections “repeat” and “change” randomly, in both wheels. Subjects then generated

420

sequences with change points. We then explained to subjects that, during the task, they would only

421

hear the sequences of tones and that they would have to figure out the underlying pie charts (i.e.

422

transition probabilities) and the moment of change points. They performed at least one full session

423

as training.

424

Bayes-optimal learning model

425

The Bayes-optimal model used here is described elsewhere (Meyniel et al., 2015a, 2016;

426

Heilbron and Meyniel, 2019) and the corresponding Matlab code is available online:

427

https://github.com/florentmeyniel/MinimalTransitionProbsModel. We used it with the following

428

options: the learned quantities are “transitions”, the estimation type is “HMM”, the probability grid

429

used for numeric integration has 20*20 values and the prior about transition probabilities is flat.

430

Below, we summarize the main aspects of this model.

431

The model uses Bayes rule to infer optimally the posterior distribution of transition probabilities

432

at any given trial, denoted θt (the bold font indicates it is a pair of transition probabilities) given a

433

set of assumptions M and previous observations y1:t:

434

p(θ t| y 1: t , M ) ∝ p( y 1 : t|θ t , M ) p(θ t , M )

(Eq 1)

435

Those assumptions closely correspond to the actual generative process: the change point

436

probability pc=1/75 is a given, and the model assumes that when a change point occurs, both

437

transition probabilities are simultaneously re-sampled uniformly in the range 0 to 1 (it was not

438

aware of additional constraints). The position of change points being unknown, the possibility that

439

they may occur at any given trial must be taken into account. The generative process obeys the so-
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440

called Markov property: if one knows θ at time t, then the next observation y t+1 is generated with

441

θt+1 = θt if no change occurred and with another value drawn from the prior distribution otherwise.

442

Therefore, if one knows θt, previous observations are not needed to estimate θt+1. The generative

443

process can thus be cast as a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which enables to iterate the

444

computation of the joint distribution of θ and observations, starting from the prior, and updating this

445

distribution by moving forward in the sequence of observations:

446
447

p(θ t + 1 , y 1 :t +1 )= p( y t +1|θ t +1 , y t )∫ p(θ t , y1 : t ) p( θ t +1|θ t ) d θ t

(Eq 2)
= p( y t +1|θ t +1 , y t )[(1− p c ) p( y 1: t , θ t =θ t +1 )+ p c ∫ p( y 1 : t ,θ t≠θ t+ 1)d θ t ]
We computed this integral numerically by discretization on a grid. We obtained the posterior

448

probability by normalizing this joint distribution.

449

Formalization of prediction, surprise and confidence

450

The prediction, i.e. the probability of the next stimulus (question #1 asked to subjects) was

451

computed from the posterior using Bayes rule. It is the mean of the posterior distribution of the

452

relevant transition probability (the one that corresponds to the tone presented on the previous trial),

453

which we note θrel.

454
455
456
457

p( y t +1| y 1 :t )=∫ p ( y t +1|θ t +1 , y t ) p(θ t + 1| y 1 : t )d θ t + 1
| y 1: t ]
=E [θrel
t

(Eq 3)

The surprise corresponding to the actual new observation was defined, following (Shannon,
1948), in bits, as the negative logarithm (to base 2) of the observation likelihood:
surprise=−log 2 ( p( y t +1| y 1 :t ))

(Eq 4)

458

The confidence about the probability estimate (question #2) was computed as the log-precision

459

of the posterior distribution of the relevant transition probability (Yeung and Summerfield, 2012;

460

Meyniel et al., 2015a, 2015b; Navajas et al., 2017; Boldt et al., 2019):

461
462

|
confidence=−log(var [ θ rel
t y 1 : t ])

(Eq 5)

MEG recording and pre-processing

463

We recorded brain activity using a whole-head MEG system (Neuromag Elekta LTD, Helsinki),

464

sampled at 1 kHz with hardware bandpass filtering between 0.1 and 330 Hz. This systems has 102

465

triplets of sensors (1 magnetometer and two orthogonal planar gradiometers); we report results for

466

the magnetometers only, but we used all sensor types for source reconstruction. We digitized the

467

head shape (FASTRAK, Polhemus) including the nasion, pre-auricular points and various points on
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468

the scalp, and we measured head position within the MEG system at the beginning of each session

469

with four head position indicator coils placed on the subject’s head. Electro-oculograms,

470

electrocardiogram and pupilometry were recorded simultaneously with MEG.

471

Raw MEG signals were first pre-processed with the constructor software MaxFilter, in order to

472

correct for between-session head movement (recordings realigned on the first session), removing

473

nearby magnetic interference and correcting for noisy sensors by means of Source Space Separation

474

(Taulu and Simola, 2006).

475

The data was further pre-processed with FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011). The signal was

476

epoched from -1.4 s to 1.4 s relative to stimulus onsets, and -1.2 s to 0.5 s relative to question

477

onsets. Epochs were visually inspected to reject those with abrupt jumps, spikes or muscular

478

artifacts, and line filtered (50, 100, 150 Hz). Epochs were then decomposed with ICA; components

479

were visually inspected and those resembling artifacts corresponding to eye blinks and heart beats

480

were removed. Outlier epochs were rejected based on the signal variance and kurtosis. The mean

481

number of trials finally included were 1335.8 ± 127 SD for stimuli and 90.2 ± 7.9 SD for questions.

482

In order to analyze evoked responses, the signals were low-passed filtered (30 Hz) and down-

483

sampled to 200 Hz. In order to analyze the spectral components, the signals was decomposed into

484

peri-stimulus times (every 50 ms) and frequencies (every frequency between 7 and 40 Hz) with

485

Morlet wavelets (using a f/σf ratio of 7, where f is the frequency and σf is the spectral standard

486

deviation of the wavelet).

487

No baseline correction was applied since trials are not independent from one another in our

488

transition probability task.

489

Source reconstruction

490

We acquired anatomical T1-weighted magnetic resonance images (3T Prisma Siemens scanner)

491

for 18 of our 24 subjects with 1 mm resolution. This anatomical image was segmented to extract the

492

cortical surface and head shape with FreeSurfer (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999) and

493

segmented tissues were imported into BrainStorm (Tadel et al., 2011) to perform source

494

reconstruction. For subjects without a personalized anatomical image, we used BrainStorm’s default

495

template (ICBM152). MEG and MRI data were co-registered using the digitized anatomical

496

markers. All cortical meshes comprised ~15 000 vertices.

497

We estimated at the subject-level the sources corresponding to the signal averaged within 155-

498

230 ms (relative to stimulus onset) and across trials with high and low Bayes-optimal surprise, and
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499

high and low Bayes-optimal confidence (using median split for both). We estimated the noise

500

covariance matrix from the signal within -0.3 to -0.1 s relative to stimulus onset, concatenated

501

across trials. We used a normalized minimum norm estimate of the current density map, with a

502

loose orientation constraint orthogonal to the cortical sheet (parameter 0.2), corresponding to the

503

option dSPM in BrainStorm. The subject-level differences of current’s norm (high vs. low surprise,

504

high vs. low confidence) where spatially normalized to the FSAverage atlas and analyzed

505

statistically with a t-test at the group level. For display, the t-map was projected onto a high

506

resolution mesh (~300,000 vertices).

507

Pupil size recording and pre-processing

508

Eye gaze and pupil size were monitored using EyeLink 1000. Due to technical errors in saving

509

files, the data is available only for 18 of the 24 subjects. Blinks were delineated (adding a margin of

510

50 ms before and after) and the data within them linearly interpolated; the signal was then low-pass

511

filtered (5 Hz) and epoched within -0.5 to 1.5 s relative to the stimulus onset. Epochs whose total

512

blink duration exceeded 20 % were excluded. Finally, the data was z-scored per subject.

513

Regression models

514
515

All multiple regression models included a constant and z-scored predictors. The significance of
regression coefficients were assessed with group-level t-tests.

516

We often used the “residual” Bayes-optimal confidence as a predictor, which was computed by

517

linearly regressing out the effect of prediction and predictability. More precisely, we estimated a

518

multiple linear regression of the Bayes-optimal confidence, using as predictors the prediction itself

519

(i.e. the Bayes-optimal estimate of the transition probability of the next stimulus, p(A)), its square

520

and logarithm, log(p(A)) and log(p(B)). The residual Bayes-optimal confidence was defined as the

521

residuals of this multiple regression.

522

The multiple regression of the evoked response shown in Fig 5 involved the post-stimulus beta-

523

band power, testing for a relation between the evoked response and power on the same trial. Note

524

that the sensors and timing largely overlap; a spurious correlation is thus expected due to signal

525

expression: when recorded MEG signals from this region are stronger or less noisy (e.g. due to

526

artifacts, sensor noise or reduced brain-sensor distance related to breathing and motion) both the

527

measured power and evoked response should be stronger. Luckily, our prediction is that when

528

power is stronger, the evoked response should be weaker, due to the confidence-weighting

529

mechanism, resulting in a sign opposite to the spurious (artifactual) correlation. We predicted that if
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530

the spurious correlation is driven by fast trial-to-trial variations in signal expression (compatible e.g.

531

with breathing), averaging successive trials into bins would disrupt it. In contrast, the expected (non

532

spurious) correlation between power and evoked response being driven by slower trial-to-trials

533

changes in confidence and power, it should be more robust to this binning procedure; in practice the

534

correlation between pairs of adjacent trials was 0.61 (±0.001 s.e.m., t23=65.8, p=1.0 10-27) for

535

confidence, and 0.15 (±0.022 s.e.m., t23=6.85, p=5.5 10-7) for power (to be more conservative, we

536

removed linearly the effect of Bayes-optimal confidence before computing this correlation). The

537

effect of power onto the evoked response indeed greatly increased when using non-overlapping bins

538

of 10 consecutive trials, specifically at the moment when such a correlation is expected (around

539

200 ms), see Fig S3A. This result holds for different bin sizes (Fig S3B). We reproduced

540

qualitatively this effect with simulations (Fig S3C) under the following assumptions: 1) beta-band

541

power linearly reflects Bayes-optimal confidence and has auto-correlated noise from trial-to-trial, 2)

542

the evoked response linearly reflects surprise, beta-band power (negatively) and has non-correlated

543

noise, 3) both signals are corrupted at the measurement level by the same non-correlated noise.

544

Correction for multiple comparisons

545

For signals with two or more dimensions (times and sensors; times, sensors and frequencies),

546

correction for multiple comparisons was computed with FieldTrip, following permutations and

547

cluster-based statistics (sum of t-values in the cluster) effectively controlling the family-wise error

548

rate (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). Sensors located less than 4 cm apart were considered as

549

neighbors. For signals with one dimension (time), we used a custom code implementing the same

550

cluster-based, permutation test. In the text, we systematically report the cluster-forming threshold as

551

p-value, the cluster-level p-value and number of permutations used for the test (n).

552

Cross-validated predictive accuracy

553

In order to estimate whether the subject’s confidence could be predicted from the pre-stimulus

554

power across different frequencies, we used a cross-validated ridge regression. The power was

555

averaged within -0.5 to 0 s relative to the stimulus onset and z-scored across questions. We used a

556

ridge penalty of 0.01, but the results are quite robust to the choice of this parameter. We adopted a

557

cross-validation approach: the data were split into 20 distinct sub-sets of inter-leaved trials and at

558

each iteration, the ridge regression was estimated on all sub-sets but one, and its parameter

559

estimates were used to predict subjective confidence on the left-out sub-set. We assessed the

560

accuracy of this prediction as the Pearson correlation between predicted and actual confidence at the

561

subject’s level.
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568

Figures and legends

569

Figure 1: Rational confidence levels during a probability learning task

570

(A) Subjects listened to sequences of two tones (denoted A and B) generated randomly following

571

(order 1) transition probabilities that changed abruptly at unpredictable moments. Subjects knew

572

about this generative process and the tones were perceived without ambiguity. Occasionally

573

subjects were asked to report the probability of the next tone, which amounts to reporting the

574

transition probability relevant at the moment of the question, and then their confidence about this

575

probability estimate. They used continuous sliders for both reports. (B) We design a Bayes-optimal,

576

hierarchical model that corresponds to the generative process used in the experiment: given current

577

and past observations ys, it estimates the momentary transition probabilities θt, knowing that there is

578

a fixed probability pc (=1/75) of a change point at every trial. (C) The Bayes-optimal, hierarchical

579

model returns a posterior, time-varying, two-dimensional distribution, each dimension

580

corresponding to a transition probability. This distribution evolves as a function of the observations

581

received; the heat-map shows the evolving distribution, color-coded and stacked horizontally (a

582

vertical slice corresponds to the distribution at a given moment). We formalized the answers to

583

question 1 (probability report) and 2 (confidence) as the mean of the distribution (white circle) and

584

its log-precision, respectively. (D-E) Subjects reports are plotted against bins of Bayes-optimal

585

values, as mean ± s.e.m.
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586
587

Figure 2: Evidence for surprise and confidence-weighted surprise in
evoked activity

588

(A) The stimulus-locked evoked response was analyzed with mass-univariate regression. The

589

value at each sensor and peri-stimulus time was regressed, across trials, using a multiple linear

590

model with three factors: the stimulus identity, the (residual) Bayes-optimal confidence about the

591

probability of the current stimulus and the Bayes-optimal surprise (i.e. negative log likelihood). The

592

time series show the significance, as t-values, of regression coefficients, with one line per sensor;

593

topographies show the average t-value in three time windows. Highlighted time points and sensors

594

survive correction for multiple comparisons across peri-stimulus times and sensors (cluster-forming

595

p<0.001 two-tailed, cluster-level p<0.05 two-tailed, n=1,000). (B) Time series of MEG signal

596

(mean ± s.e.m. estimated after subtracting the subject-mean) in the cluster of sensors (see inset)

597

showing a significant effect of Bayes-optimal confidence. Trials were sorted into high and low

598

surprise (with respect to 1 bit of surprise, i.e. observation likelihood of 0.5) and high and low

599

confidence (median split). The response around 200 ms is more extreme for higher surprise and less

600

extreme for higher confidence. (C) Source reconstruction was computed within 155-230 ms for
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601

trials with high and low confidence (median split), high and low surprise (median split). The

602

significance of the paired difference between high and low levels is shown separately for

603

confidence and surprise (threshold: p<0.05, two-tailed, minimum cluster size: 50 vertices, total

604

vertices: 306,716). Increased signal for higher surprise and lower signal for higher confidence is

605

found notably in the right inferior frontal sulcus and intermediate precentral sulcus.
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606
607

Figure 3: Beta-range oscillations reflect optimal and subjective
confidence

608

(A) The peri-stimulus power was analyzed with mass-univariate regression. The value at each

609

sensor, peri-stimulus time and frequency was regressed, across trials, using a multiple linear model

610

with three factors: the stimulus identity, the (residual) Bayes-optimal confidence about the

611

probability of the current stimulus and the Bayes-optimal surprise. We used correction for multiple

612

comparisons across peri-stimulus times, sensors and frequencies (cluster-forming p<0.001, cluster-

613

level p<0.01 two-tailed, n=2,000). Several clusters were found for Bayes-optimal confidence, which

614

were regrouped for clarity as: post-stimulus effect in beta band (>12 Hz); post-stimulus effect in the

615

alpha band (≤12 Hz) and pre-stimulus effect in alpha-beta band. For each cluster, the inset shows

616

the significant sensors and the heat-map shows the number of significant sensors for each time-

617

frequency pair. (B-C) For illustration, we show the significance levels (as t-value) of each predictor

618

variable in the 15-25 Hz band, as time courses (B, one line per sensor; the threshold correspond to

619

p<0.001 two-tailed, n=2,000) and topographies (C). (D-E) During question trials, the stimulus was

620

replaced by a question, asking the subject for her prediction about the stimulus identify. We trained

621

a multivariate (ridge) regression model in a cross-validated manner to predict, based on the pre-

622

stimulus power (average within -500 to 0 ms relative to question) across frequencies, the confidence

623

report of the subject. D shows the cross-validated prediction accuracy (mean ± s.e.m.) and E shows

624

the (non cross-validated) regression weights for each frequency and channels (together with the

625

average across channels).
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626
627

Figure 4: Tonic and phasic pupil size distinctly reflect confidence and
surprise

628

The z-scored pupil signal was analyzed with mass-univariate regression. The value at each peri-

629

stimulus time was regressed, across trials, using a multiple linear model with three factors: the

630

(residual) Bayes-optimal confidence about the probability of the current stimulus, the Bayes-

631

optimal surprise. We used the baseline (see grey area) corrected pupil size as a measure of phasic

632

response. (A) shows its average values and (B) the effects of factors. We used the uncorrected pupil

633

size as a measure of its tonic level; (C) shows the effect of factors. Time-series show mean ± s.e.m.;

634

the horizontal dashed lines indicate significant time points, corrected for multiple comparisons

635

(cluster-forming p<0.05; cluster-level p<0.05, two-tailed, n=10,000).
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637

Figure 5: Tonic pupil size and beta-range oscillations shape the evoked
response

638

The signal in the confidence cluster shown in Fig 2B was analyzed with mass-univariate

639

regression. (A) Average MEG signal in the confidence cluster shown in Fig 2B. The sign of the

640

signal is useful to interpret the effect of factors. (B) Results of a multiple regression model

641

comprising: the (residual) Bayes-optimal confidence about the probability of the current stimulus,

642

the Bayes-optimal surprise and the power in the post-stimulus, beta band cluster (see Fig. 3A). (C)

643

Results of the same multiple regression model but with tonic pupil size instead of beta-band power.

644

Time-series show mean ± s.e.m., horizontal dashed lines indicate significance corrected for multiple

645

comparisons (cluster-forming p<0.05; cluster-level p<0.05, one-tailed, n=10,000).
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646

Supplementary figures

647

Figure S1: Temporal profile of confidence and surprise in the task

648

We consider an example sequence in which observations are color-coded (blue and green). The

649

top graph shows the posterior inference of transition probabilities made by the Bayes optimal model

650

in the course of sequence presentation: the green dots show the probability for the next item to be

651

blue if the previous item was green, the blue dots show the probability for the next item to be blue if

652

the previous item was blue. The black line shows the prediction conditioned on the identity of the

653

item previously presented. The middle graph shows the surprise (in bits) corresponding to the actual

654

observations, whose identity on each trial is color coded; the sequence of colored dots therefore

655

represents the sequence of observations. The bottom graph shows the Bayes optimal confidence (i.e.

656

posterior precision) associated with the inferred transition probabilities, using the same convention

657

as in the top graph.

658

Several aspects are noteworthy. First, both surprise and confidence show marked dynamics

659

within the course of an experimental session (380 stimuli). Second, those two dynamics are distinct,

660

for instance, surprise may be rather steady while confidence changes (e.g. from stimulus 250 to

661

280). Third, predictions and the associated confidence can change repeatedly from trial-to-trial

662

when transition probabilities differ, e.g. from stimulus 300 to 340. Fourth, similar predictions can be

663

accompanied by different confidence levels (e.g. from stimulus 100 to 140, both transition

664

probabilities support a prediction around 0.75 and yet, the prediction is associated with higher

665

confidence when the previous observation is blue).
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667

Figure S2: post-stimulus beta-band power shows fast changes across
trials and a gradual effect of confidence

668

(A) Pairs a adjacent trials were sorted into high and low (red vs. blue) residual Bayes-optimal

669

confidence on the current trial, and further sorted into high and low residual Bayes-optimal

670

confidence on the next trial, therefore forming pairs that kept similar levels (dashed line) or changed

671

drastically (plain line). The (z-scored) power in the post-stimulus beta-band cluster (Fig 3A)

672

showed fast, trial-to-trial changes that parallel the residual Bayes-optimal confidence (*: p<0.005,

673

paired t-test). (B) The correlation between post-stimulus beta-band power and (residual) Bayes-

674

optimal confidence was not driven by specific values but indeed correspond to parametric changes.

675

Error-bar: s.e.m.
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676
677

Figure S3: Theoretical and empirical effect of binning on the multiple
regression involving power vs. evoked responses

678

(A). The top panel is the same as Fig 5B. For this analysis, 10 consecutive trials were averaged

679

into bins prior to estimating the regression. The bottom panel shows the results when trials are not

680

binned (or equivalently, when there is only one trial per bin). Note the selective change around

681

200 ms for the effect of power. (B) explores this regression analysis specifically around 200 ms

682

(averaging across significant time points, Fig 2A middle) and shows the significance (group-level t-

683

value) of the effect of post-stimulus beta-band power onto to the ERF, depending on the number of

684

trials per bin. (C) is the same analysis as in (B) but for signals simulated as follows:

685

POWERneural = β1*CONF + ηCONF + ηPOWER

686

ERFneural = β2*CONF + ηSURP +β3*CONF + ηPOWERneural + εERF

687

POWERmeas. = POWERneural + εcommon; ERFmeas. = ERFneural + εcommon

688

CONF and SURP are the Bayes-optimal surprise and confidence, POWER neural and ERFneural are

689

the true beta-band power and evoked response, POWER meas. and ERFmeas. are the signals measured

690

by MEG; ηPOWER is auto-correlated Gaussian noise, εERF and εcommon are identically distributed

691

Gaussian noises. For the simulation, η POWER has SD=1 and auto-correlation ρ=0.5; ε ERF and εcommon

692

have SD=1, ρ=0; β1=0.25; β2=0.25, β3=0.5. Those parameters are arbitrary, not fit to the data.
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